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ABSTRACT 
Some results of Ostrowski in [S] are generalized to the case of monotonic norms. 
1. INTRODUCTION. PRELIMINARIES 
Let C”,” (n > 1) be the space of n X n complex matrices. For any 
A E P”, let ( A)i denote the ith row of A, A’ the transpose matrix to A, and 
A(i r, . . . , i,) the principal submatrix of A formed by rows and columns with 
indices il,...,im. 
We recall that a matrix A E C n,n is said to be reducible if there exists a 
permutation matrix P such that 
(1) 
where A,, and A,, are square matrices; if A is not reducible it is called 
irreducible. 
An M-matrix is real square matrix with nonpositive off-diagonal entries 
and having all principal minors positive (see (4.4) in [3]). A singular M-matrix 
is, by definition, a singular matrix in the closure of the set of M-matrices (see 
(5.2) in [3]). For convenience we will also refer to the matrices in this closure 
as M-matrices. The original M-matrices are then the nonsingular ones in this 
set (cf. Theorems (4.3), (5.1), and (5.5) in [3]). 
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Given any A = (aij) E P”, we define its comparison matrix M(A) = ( mi j) 
by 
mij = lajjl> mjj= -luijl (i*j; i,j=l,..., n). 
A norm @ on C”, the n-dimensional complex coordinate space, is called 
monotonic [strictly monotonic] if for every x = (xi,. . . , xn) and y = (yt, . . . , y,) 
inC”, ]rils]yijfori=l,..., n (with strict inequality holding for at least one 
index) implies Q(x) s Q(y) [B(r) < Q(y)]. 
Let @ be any monotonic norm on C”, and let \k be its polar norm (then + 
is also monotonic). It is well known [l] that B is absolute and strictly 
homogeneous, i.e., Q(x) = @(lx]) for all x E C” and @(bx) = lb]@(x) for every 
scalar b, respectively, and that the strong Hiilder inequality holds: 
n 
C lxiYil S @(‘)‘E(Y) 64 
i=l 
for any x, y E C”. We will call (x, y) a dual pair if equality holds in (2). 
Introduce the notation that Ap = (]ujjlP) - diag(]u,,]fi,. . . ,lu,,lp) for 0 < 
p < 1 if A = (u,~) E P”. 
Nowosad and Tovar [4] proved that every A E C”,” satisfying 
&(A) ~~(n)~((A,)i)Y((A,~8):)<lu~il (i=l,...,n; O<P<l) 
(3) 
is nonsingular, where a(n) is the constant associated with a’, and that if 
@i(B)= ai for every BE C”,“, where @i(B)= @(Q((B),),...,Q((B),)), 
then o(n) = 1. Examples of such norms are the Z, norms ( p 2 1). 
In [5], Ostrowski stated and proved some elegant theorems based on the 1, 
norms. Following Ostrowski [5], in the present paper we will provide some 
characterizations of the singular matrix A in C”, n under the condition 
f;(A) 5 laiil (i=l,...,n) (4) 
and some connected estimates for the moduli of eigenvalues of matrices. 
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2. SINGULAR MATRICES WITH THE CONDITION (4) 
We may assume in our discussion that none of the @((Ap)i), \k((A,_p)f) 
vanishes. For, if Q((Aa)i) = 0 [or \k((A,_p)f) = 01, all off-diagonal entries in 
the ith row [or ith column] are 0 and the problem is essentially reduced to the 
(12 - 1)-square case. 
We begin with 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that A E C”, n is irreducible and singular, and that 
M(A) is an M-matrix. Then the rank of A is n - 1, and the equations 
i aijxj=O (i=l,...,n) 
j=l 
(5) 
have a nontrivial solution x = (x1,. . . , x, ), where none of the xi vanishes. 
Proof We see easily that M(A) then is an irreducible and singular 
M-matrix. Indeed, (5) implies 
laii(jxi(- C (a,j(xjJsO (i=l,...,n), 
j=+i 
and therefore if M(A) were nonsingular, then, by 11” in Theorem (4.3) in [3], 
it would follow that IxilsO (i=l,..., n), a contradiction. According to the 
Theorem 5.7 in [3], we have that each principal submatrix of M(A) of order 
< n is a nonsingular M-matrix. Thus, each principal submatrix of A of order 
< n is also nonsingular, so that rank(A) = n - 1. Since A is singular, the 
system (5) can be solved so that not all xi vanish. If we had for instance 
X” = 0, then from the n - 1 first of these equations it would follow that a 
principal submatrix of A of order n - 1 is singular, which contradicts the 
above result. n 
Assume that CD is a strictly monotonic norm on C” such that al(B) = 
Q1(B’) for every B E C?“. Then the relations (4) become 
g,(A) ~“((A8)i)~((Al~g):)~laii( (i=l,...,n). (4’) 
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THEOREM 1. Let A E C’s”, and suppose that @ is a strictly monotonic 
norm on C” such that Qa,(B) = (P,(Bt) for every B E C”,“, and that 9 is the 
polar norm of @. lf A is singular under the condition (4’), then we have 
and 
@((Ap)i)*((A,_p)f)=(a,il (i=l,...,n; xi*O), 
laiillXil = C lajillxjl (i = l,...,n), 
j*i 
laiillril=~((A~X)ij~((A~-~)~) (i=l,...,n), 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
where X = diag(x,,. . . ,x,), x = (cc,,.. ., x,) is a nontrivial solution of the 
systf?m 
5 ajixj=O (i=l,...,n). 
j= 1 
(57 
Proof. Since A E 0” is singular, the system (5’) has a nontrivial solution 
x=(x1,..., x,), and therefore 
laiilkl 5 C lajilbjl = C lafilBl~jllajill-P 
j*i j*i 
(i=l,...,n). (9) 
It follows from (2) and (9) that 
lai~ll~ili~~(AjsX)i)~((Al-~)~) (i=L...,n), 00) 
where X = diag( x 1,. . . ,xn). Using (4’) we get 
~((Ap)i)~((A,-p)l)lxi/ S ‘((A~X)i)*((A~-~)I) (i = L...,n) 
and, dividing this by *((A, _p)f), 
@((XAa)i)sD((A;X)i) (i=l,...,n). (11) 
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According to the hypothesis about the norm Q’, we have from (11) 
But here we have equality as A>X = ( XA,s)f, and thus also equality in (11) 
(lo), and also in (9), and finally, for each i with xi * 0, in (4’). We obtain 
therefore (6) (7), and (8). The Theorem 1 is now proved. n 
THEOREM 2. Let A E C”,“, and suppose that @ is a monotonic norm on 
C”, and 9 is its polar norm. If A is irreducible and singular under the 
condition (4), then we have that 
A(A) = hl (i=l,...,n), (13) 
laiillYil = C laijllYjl (i=l ,...,n), (14) 
j#i 
where y=(yl,..., y,) is a solution of the system (5) with all yi * 0. 
Proof. If A is irreducible and singular under (4), then M(A) is an 
irreducible and singular M-matrix. By the Lemma 1 there exists a y = ( yi, . . . , 
y, ) with all yi * 0 such that 
5 aijyj=O (i=l,...,n), 
j=l 
and therefore 
laiillYil S C laijllYjl (i = l,...,n). 
j-i 
From this we have, for arbitrary di > 0, 
IaiiIIYildi s C IaijlIYjIdi (i=l,...,n), 
j-i 
which implies by (4) 
(15) 
d,l~,la(n)~((Ap),)\((A,_p)l) s c laij((yj(di (i=l ,...,n). (16) 
j-i 
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Summing (16) over i = 1,. . . , n, and using the homogeneity of @ and q, we 
obtain 
a(n)C~((DAg)l)~((Yi(A1~p):)4 C C laijllYjldi, 
E i jfi 
where D = diag(d,,..., d,). Now, following [4], we have by (2) 
C C IaijllYjldi = C C IaijllYjldi = C C la~lPdjla~llpplY,l 
i j*i j i==j i i*j 
and thus 
~(n)C~((DAa)i)~(Yi(Al-p):) S C~((A~D)i)~(YiCAl-P,l). cl’) 
i i 
Applying to A Lemma 2.2 in [4], we have for some positive diagonal matrix 
D=diag(d,,...,d,) 
where cw(Ap) is a constant depending on A, and Cp. We obtain therefore 
~(n)C~((DAp)i)S(Yi(Al-p)l)=C~((A~D)i)~(Yi(Al-p,:). 
i i 
Hence (13) and (14) hold. The Theorem 2 is proved. W 
THEOREM 3. Let A E C”~” and let Q and \k be as in Theorem 1. If A is 
singular under the condition (47, and of rank n - k (11 k =< n - 1), then A 
can brought, by an n x n permutation matrix P, into the form 
--- 
u 
0 ’ 
I 
I 0 
Bk: ’ ---- 
I v_ 
(1% 
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where each square s&matrix Bi is irreducible and singular (eventually 
B, = A if A is irreducible); V is a nonsingular and square submutrix of A. For 
eachiforwhicha,,liesinB,i ... i B, the relation (4’) holds with equality. 
Zf, further, 9 is also strictly monotonic, then U = 0 in (19). 
Proof. We first observe that if A is irreducible and singular under (4’), 
then M(A) is an irreducible and singular M-matrix. From Lemma 1 it follows 
that rank(A) = n - 1, whence A = I?,, and that the system (5) has a nontritial 
solution x=(xr,...,x,) with all xi * 0. We have by Theorem 1 that all 
relations (4’) hold with equality. 
Next, if A is reducible and singular under (4’) we can consider the 
reduced normal form of A (see [7, p. 461): 
A,, A,, . . * A,, 
7 
A 
A = (aij) = Q” 
22 ‘.. A23 
0 . . : Q> 
is_ 
(20) 
where Q is an n X n permutation matrix, and each Aij is square, irreducible, 
and of order ni. We have, of course, n1 + - . . + nS = n. Obviously, some of 
the Aii are singular, as A is singular, and the number of such submatrices in 
(20) is exactly equal to k,’ k 5 s, by Lemma 1. We may assume, without loss of 
generality, that they are A,,, . . . ,A,,, and A,, = A(1,. . . ,n,). 
Put now 
A,, 0 . .. 0 
A22 . . . 4.s 
0 .* : 
. . 
4s 
Q. (21) 
It is clear that jaijl 5 laij( (i,j= l,...,n), and thus 
‘(CAb)i) 5’((Aa)j) (i=l,...,n), 
‘k((A;_B):)~‘k((A,_p)lj (i=l,...,n). 
It follows from this that for i = 1,. . . , n 
@((AbIi)*((A;-p)r) s @((Ap)i)*((A~pp)~) 5 laiil. 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
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According to the generalized version of Ky Fan’s theorem, due to Carlson and 
Varga [2, Cor. 2 of Theorem 61, we have, in particular, for n suitably chosen 
positive numbers x1,. . . ,xn, 
i F I’ijlrj~~((A;),)~((A;_B):) (i=l,...,n,). (25) 
’ I=1 
jti 
By (24) and (25) we obtain that 
b ,g lUjjlXj~ lUiil (i = l)...) nl). (26) 
’ J=l 
j*i 
Since A,, is irreducible and singular, all the relations (26) hold with 
equality. We have therefore equality in (24) for i = 1,. . . , nl, and also equality 
for i = 1 , . . . , n1 in (22) and (23). From the hypothesis about Cp it follows easily 
that A,, = 0,. . . , A,, = 0 in (20). Similarly, we have that Ai j = 0, i * j, i = 
2 ,..., k, j= l,..., s, and that (24) holds with equality for each i contained in 
the set of the indices of the matrices A 22,. . . , A,,. Thus we infer, in general, 
that there exists a permutation matrix P such that PAPt has the form of (19). 
Similarly, if \k is also strictly monotonic, then we have that either A = B, 
or Aii = 0, j* i, for each i for which Aii is singular in (20). This means that A 
has the form of (19) with U = 0. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. n 
REMARK. Consider Gfunctions (b,, . . . , b,,) and (c,, . . . ,c,,) (cf. [2, p. 981) 
such that b,(A) and c,(A) depend only on the moduli of the off-diagonal 
entries of the ith row and the ith column of A, i = 1,. . . ,n, respectively, and 
that b,(A) and c,(A) are strictly monotonic and monotonic, i = 1,. . . ,n, 
respectively. We see, by using arguments similar to those used for Theorem 3, 
that the corresponding conclusion stated in the preceding theorem holds also 
if A E P” is singular under the condition 
{bi(A)}P{ci(A)}l-P~~aii( (i=l,...,n; O<j?<l). (27) 
THEOREM 4. Let A E C”*“, and let Cp and + be as in Theorem 1. lf A is 
irreducible and singular under the condition (47, then we have for n suitable 
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numbers Si of modulus 1 
aij= -‘isisjlUjjl (i*j; i,j=l,...,n), (28) 
where ~~ = a jj/la jjl. 
Proof. It is similar to the proof of the Theorem 2 in [5], and is omitted. n 
THEOREM 5. Let A E C”*“, and let Q and \Ir be us in the Theorem 2. Zf A 
is irreducible and singular under the condition (4) then we have for n 
suitable numbers ai of modulus 1 
uij= - Ejsj&2ijl (i#j; i,j=l,..., n), (29) 
where ej = a u/la jjl. 
Proof. It is also similar to the proof of the Theorem 2 in [5], and 
therefore is omitted. n 
From the relations (28) and (29) it follows directly that 
det(;l)=det(M(A))i~~&j, (30) 
where !rly, i.si I = 1. Hence, Theorem 4 or Theorem 5 reduces the discussion of 
conditions for the singularity of A to the discussion of the case where all a ij 
are real and 
u,i = l”ii]> uij= - ]Uij] (if j). (31) 
Note that under the assumptions of Theorem 4 or Theorem 5, M(A) is an 
irreducible and singular M-matrix. 
In further discussion, if A is irreducible and Cp is a monotonic norm such 
that @i(B) = Q,(W) for every B E C”,“, then the relations (4’) become 
~((AP)i)\k((AI-8):)=luiil (i=l,...,n), (32) 
and we assume that none of the @((AB)j), *((A,_,)f) vanishes. 
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Introduce n2 numbers Ed j where 
Eii = 0; 
Eij’ 1 if UijfO (ifj), 
Eij= 0 if aij=O (i*j). 
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(33) 
Let now 
m,=nytl (i=l,...,n), (34) 
Pi = laiiI/mi (i =l,...,n), (35) 
T=@m. ci=T/p, (i=l,..., n). (36) 
THEOREM 6. Let A E C”,“, and let @ and \k be as in Theorem 1. Suppose 
that q(r) depends only on the maxilril for evey x E C”, and that all 
relations (32) are valid. Then A irreducible and singular implies that 
laijl=cijmj (i*j; i,j=l,..., n), (37) 
and that 7( q(e)}- ’ is an eigenvalue of the operator F: R” - {0} + R” (R” 
denotes the n-dimensional real coordinate space), where F = ( F,, . . . , F,, ) is 
defined by 
4(d) = ‘((ED)i) (i = l,...,n), (38) 
in which e=(l,..., ~)ER”, E=(eijci)~Cn,“, d=(d, ,..., d,), and D= 
diag(d,,..., d,); and to r{+(e))-’ corresponds an eigenvector with positive 
components. 
Proof. From the hypothesis of this theorem we have equality in (lo), and 
thus it follows that each ((AkX)j, (A,_8):) is a dual pair for i = l,...,n, that 
is, 
C lap181~jll~~l’-lc=~((A~X),)~((Alp)~) (i=l,...,n). (39) 
j*i 
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Since q(x) depends only on maxi [xi1 for every x E C”, we have that 
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Q((A,p):)=Y(~~/ar11-8,)=,,,:-Pl(e) (i=l,...,n) (40) 
where e = (1,. . . , 1) E R”. Introducing this into (39), we see easily 
c luiil~lxjllaji(l-~ =ma+-p c lajlqxj( 
jti jf i 
= m~-fl‘k(e)@((A&X)i), 
which implies that 
laii(=miEii (j*i; i,j=l,..., 7x). (41) 
and 
(i = l,...,n). (42) 
We now have from (32), (40), and (41) 
Put 
luiil = m:fp\E(e)@(~ilmf ,..., q,m,P) (i = l,..., ft). (43) 
hi=mt (i =l,...,n). (44) 
Then the equations (43) become by (35) and (36) 
or 
/3,(*(e)}-‘hi = @(E. h 11 l,‘..,einhn) (i = 1,...,12) 
T{+(e)}-‘hi = Q(qlcih l>...tEinCihn) (i=l ,...,n). (45) 
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Let F=(F,,..., F,,) be the operator defined by (38). From (45) we have 
T{We)) -‘(h l,...,hn)= (~((EH)l),...,~((EH),)) 
=F(h,,...,h,), (46) 
where E =(qjci)~C”‘“, N=diag(h,,...,h,). This means that the operator 
possesses a positive eigenvalue T{‘k(e)}-l, to which corresponds an eigenvec- 
tor(h,,..., h,) E R” with all hi > 0. The Theorem 6 is proved. W 
REMARK. From Lemma 1 in [6], it follows 
O < %I i IYjl S '!(Y) 5 f* 5 IYjl (47) 
j=l j=l 
for any y E C*, y f 0, and any monotonic norm Q on C”, where CQ, f@ 
depend only on Cp. By (42) it is seen easily that 
(48) 
Suppose that 7’ is the maximum eigenvalue of the matrix (Em ici). To 7’ 
corresponds an eigenvector (h,, . . . , h,,) given as in (44) by Theorem 3 of [5]. 
Then we have from (45) that 
c@T’$ 7(9(e)}-‘5 fQ7'. (49) 
In particular, if c, = f@, we have, by (48), (49), and (43), T = 7’ and 
lUiil = m;-flc Eij?q (i = l,...,n). (50) 
j=l 
Thus the Theorem 6 then reduces to the Theorem 3 of Ostrowski [5], and we 
see that the conditions (37) and (46) are not only necessary but also sufficient 
for an irreducible matrix A satisfying (32) to be singular under the assump 
tions of Theorem 6. 
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3. SOME CONNECTED ESTIMATES FOR THE MODULI OF 
EIGENVALUES OF MATRICES 
Suppose that A E C”’ n has X as the eigenvalue with geometric multiplicity 
k (15 k s n - 1) and having the maximal modulus p. From the condition (3) 
it follows easily that 
P 6 m2y [laiil+ f,‘(A)]* (51) 
THEOREM 7. Let A E CnS *, and let @ and \k be as in the Theorem 1 [note 
then thatf,‘(A)= g,(A),i = l,..., n]. If we have equality in (51), then p is the 
maximal eigenvalue of the matrix (laijl) E C”, n and A can be brought into the 
form of (19) where each square submatrix B, is irreducible (eventually 
A 5 B,) a+ has X as eigenvalue. For each i for which aii lies in the matrix 
B,+ 0.. + B,, we have 
P = Ia,iIS- gi(A). (52) 
Zf \k is also strictly monotonic, then U = 0 in (19). If, further, A is irreducible 
(in this case A = B,), we have 
A = ED(laijl)Dp’, (53) 
where D is a diagonal matrix in C”, n with the diagonal entries of modulus 1, 
and I&l= 1. In particular, the quotients aii/h are real and nonnegative. 
Proof. Let T be the maximal eigenvalue of the nonnegative matrix (laiil). 
Put x = Ep, I&l = 1, and aij = eilaiil, (~~1 = 1, i = l,..., n. Then we have 
(54) 
If equality holds in (51), then we have also equality in (54) and p = r. But 
then it follows that 
laii - A( 2 p - (a,,[ L f;(A) = g,(A) (i=l ,...,n>, (55) 
and Theorem 3 can be applied to the matrix A - XI, which is of rank n - k. 
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We see that A has k square and irreducible submatrices B,, . . . , B, (eventually 
A = B, if A is irreducible) each of which has X as its eigenvalue, and that 
la,, - XI = g,(A) = p - Ju,,J (56) 
for each i for which a,, lies in B, 4 . . . i B,. 
If 9 is strictly monotonic, too, then we have U = 0 in (19). If, further, A is 
irreducible, applying Theorem 3 again to A - XI, we have that 
l~ii - hl= gi( A) = p - IUiil (57) 
for i = 1 ,...,n. But then it follows from (57) that [.siluii( - EP\ = p - laiil, 
whence si = E. Applying Theorem 4 to the irreducible matrix A - XI, since 
aii - X = - s(uii - Xl by (57), we have 
uij=Esi~luijl (i,j=l,...,n), (58) 
which is equivalent to (53). In particular, as (luijl) is an irreducible and 
nonnegative matrix, by a theorem of Frobenius we have p > 0, h * 0, and 
therefore 
Ly-l= -;luii_,,= _!$!d, 
a,, _ biil > o 
x p=’ 
This theorem is now proved. n 
THEOREM 8. Let A E C”, n, and let @ and 9 be us in the Theorem 2. 
Suppose that A is irreducible and that we have equality in (51). Then we 
have that p is the muximul eigenvulue of the matrix (la i J), 
P = la,,l+ .&(A) (i=l ,...,n>, (59) 
A = ED(Iu~~()D-~, 
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where E, D are as in Theorem 7. In particular, the quotients a,,/X are real 
and nonnegative. 
Proof. It is similar to the proof of the preceding theorem, and is 
therefore omitted. n 
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